Fitting models
Conical: Eq. S1; Spherical: Eq. S2; a b Figure S1 . Contact mechanics model of a conical indenter (a) and a spherical indenter (b) both indenting an elastic half-space. 
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Coefficient of Variation
Eq. S4 ;
Eq. S5 ; Figure S2 . The design of the analysis code processing steps, including the input of fitting parameters (1), accessing folder (2), opening indexed file (3), calculating the contact point (4), fitting the deflection-ramp curve (5) minimizing the fitting error (6), fitting the force-indentation curve (7), and filtering and displaying results (8).
As illustrated in Figure S2 , the first step requires the user to indicate specific physical and geometrical parameters (i.e. spring constant ( ), Poisson ratio ( ) and probe size ( or )) in addition to other variables such as the number of force curves, the folder path location and the file name. Once launched, the first indexed ASCII file (or curve) retrieved from a specific folder (step 2) is opened: the deflection and ramp waves of a single force curve are now loaded ( Figure S2, step 3) . Successively, an initial approximation of the contact point location is set according to the profile of the curve (i.e., close to the non-linear portion). Based on Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, the calculations of the Z 0 are repeated until the location values from consecutive processes remain the same. The corresponding d 0 should now be offset to zero ( Figure S2 , step 4). The following step is to fit the deflection-ramp curve once using the maximum or portion of the indentation length ( Figure S2 , step 5), a parameter provided by the user, using the least squares method. The curve is fit again by deleting the last data point, and the code will stop processing until the fitting error does not increase or the minimum indentation length is reached ( Figure S2 , step 6). The fitting information and fit results such as the Young's modulus (calculated by using both a deflection-ramp curve and a force-indentation curve), fitting errors, number of fitted data points and contact point location, as well as the specific curve numbers is recorded and tracked (i.e., each deflection curve is numbered and fitting information for each of them is linked to that number). From this accessible fitting information, specific fitting criteria were defined, such as the reference points that should be used to locate the contact point. Furthermore, the force-indentation curve is also fit as additional evidence of the data compliance with the model ( Figure S2, step 7) . Finally, the code returns to step 3 and repeats the procedure using the next indexed file.
When collecting a force map with the AFM, a force set folder is saved including the indexed deflection-ramp distance curves as text files. Thus, when the code consecutively investigates each text file, it stops once the last indexed file within a recorded force set is processed. When the fitting criteria are not met some of the curves including no tip-sample contact, incomplete curves (i.e., with smaller scan lengths or applied forces than the experimental settings), and curves with an insufficient amount of data points can be filtered by the code. This option enables fast analysis of the average fitting information (see Batch analysis code performance section for further details). It can also plot histograms to observe the full data set and their variability ( Figure S2 , step 8).
The automated batch analysis algorithm has a unique looping protocol for Young's modulus extraction from individual curves as it thoroughly analyzes each one of them and focuses on the importance of systematic assessment and not on average results. Programming was also created to be user-friendly. In particular, users are assisted step by step throughout their fitting process.
Batch analysis code performance

Code options
In order to automatically process a large number of force curves, the analysis code was developed involving different fitting options (vide supra), such as contact point criteria, the use of the spherical or conical model to fit either the approaching or retracting force curves, as well as manual parameter inputs such as the Poisson ratio and spring constant. These options are fully controllable and functional for comparing the fitting results.
The first option in the code is to manually change the fitting parameters such as the Poisson ratio (υ), spherical probe radius (R) or conical probe opening angle (α) and spring constant (k) of the cantilever. Easy access to these parameters helps in identifying the impact of each of these parameters on the fitting themselves. Additionally, it is possible to observe the fit curve overlaying the raw data if required by the user. This is often considered and needed when the calculated fitting errors are larger than expected for some particular curves. It allows a quick overview of the force curve batch as the fittings are performed. Of course, both conical and spherical fitting models were introduced in the batch analysis code to compare the variability of the data and elasticity measurements using either of them.
Code options involve the choice of using either the retracting or the approaching force curve for the fitting. The curve itself can also be fit within an indentation range which may be specified by the user. By selecting different minimum and maximum indentation length to fit the force curves, it is possible to determine the softer and harder indentation regimes of a deflection curve.
As deflection-displacement measurements are performed within a dynamic system, curves must be tracked thoroughly to avoid measuring neighboring cell motion, or cantilever resonance. In order to efficiently assess the affected force curves, specific filtering criteria are required. For fast analysis purposes and to obtain a meaningful value for the average data output, force curves can also be filtered to identify outliers which often include force curves that are inconsistent with the fitting model. The most accurate way to identify these curves is to compare the Young's modulus given by the deflection-z-piezo displacement curve with the one extracted from the force-indentation curve. Ideal curves that comply with the model promise to generate the same Young's modulus values using either model. This criterion was chosen as it applies to any sample and fitting model used, meanwhile fitting errors can vary according to the number of data points within a force curve.
Moreover, consistency in identifying the contact point of the deflection vs. z-piezo displacement curves using two data points (Z 1 , d 1 ) and (Z 2 , d 2 ) for calculation was found to be a good indicator for sorting the curves. In the case of APL-NB4 cells, curves that have a contact point differing of over 500 nm when calculated using different (Z 1 , d 1 ) and (Z 2 , d 2 ) reference points should be considered as outliers. Finally, curves that were missing a baseline to properly measure the contact point were considered to not conform to the fitting models and were filtered out.
Batch analysis efficiency
As manually fitting a force curve may take over 10 min when calculating and recalculating the contact point before extracting the Young's modulus, a fast and reliable batch analysis code was required. Data collection time alone is dependent on AFM parameters used, such as the force map grid size, sample rate, and delays (or dwell time) of approach and retract. However, fitting time is related to the number of curves to be fit. Hence, data processing is more efficient when a greater number of curves, , is processed. Unfortunately, the code may only fit a single force map at a time. Thus, between each force map, file path must be located and the specified fitting model and its parameters must be selected before loading the curves.
These aspects will be part of further improvement of the code itself.
